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Discussion of Leonard T. Guarini and Edward P. 
Lotkowski's "Model Year Rating for Automobile 
Liability and Injury Coverages" 
Cheng-Sheng Peter Wu* 
1 Introduction 
The paper by Messrs. Leonard T. Guarini and Edward P. Lotkowski 
presents data supporting their view that private automobile loss costs 
correlate with the model years of vehicles: the newer the vehicles, the 
higher the loss costs. Not only physical damage coverages, but also 
liability and injury coverages exhibit such model year cost differences. 
The paper explores the idea of applying model year rating to liability 
and injury coverages. 
The loss cost inflation associated with private automobile insurance 
is volatile because the underlying frequency and severity trends are 
affected uniquely by external economic conditions. During recession 
the vehicle repair cost is low. Also, a higher unemployment rate reduces 
the frequency of accidents because fewer persons drive to work. When 
the economy is recovering, both frequency and severity tend to rise. 
Although the data reviewed in the paper indicate that "severity alone 
does not explain entire cost difference indicated from model year to 
model year," the model year rating currently used for physical dam-
age coverages is designed to hedge against the severity trend. Due to 
the higher cost in repairing newer vehicles, the insurance industry con-
vinced regulators that using model year ratings for physical damage 
coverages would "reduce the roller coaster effect on the rates ... and 
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pressure on regulators as the size of announced rate increases dimin-
ished in recognition of the additional revenue by model year rating," as 
pointed out in the paper. The commonly used model year factor has 
been indexed to a long-term inflation trend, 5 percent per model year, 
for example. 
2 Examples 
Before continuing my comments, I would like to introduce two ex-
amples. These two examples illustrate how a model year rating system 
hedges against automobile loss cost inflation. The key assumptions for 
the examples are: 
• No vehicles with age more than three years; 
• Model year factor and model year cost difference is 5 percent per 
year; 
• An annual trend of 5 percent for severity; and 
• No expense is included. 
2.1 Example 1: No Model Year Cost Difference for Frequency 
The commonly used model year rating has been indexed to the long-
term severity trend. Therefore, in this first example it is assumed that 
there is no model year cost difference for frequency. That is, the overall 
model year loss cost difference is due entirely to severity: 
Table 1 
Data on 10/1/z 
MY SEV FREQ PURE BRATE MYF 
z $441 10% $44.0 $40.0 1.10 
z-1 $420 10% $42.0 $40.0 1.05 
z-2 $400 10% $40.0 $40.0 1.00 
Notes: MY = Model Year; SEV = Claim Severity; FREQ = Claim 
Frequency; PURE = Pure Premium; BRA TE = Base Rate; and MYF 
= Model Year Factor. 
In Table 1, model year z - 2 is used as the base year for the model 
year factor. One year later at z + 1, the z - 2 vehicles drop out and the 
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2 + 1 vehicles are introduced. If we assume that the frequency remains 
unchanged, then the following loss costs are expected at year 2 + 1: 
Table 2 shows that the severity for the 2 and 2 - 1 vehicles at year 2 + 1 
Table 2 
Expected Loss Costs on 10/1/2 + 1 
MY SEV FREQ PURE 
2 + 1 $463 10% $46.3 
2 
2-1 
$441 
$420 
10% 
10% 
$44.1 
$42.0 
Notes: MY = Model Year; SEV = Claim Sever-
ity; FREQ = Claim Frequency; and PURE = Pure 
Premium. 
remains the same as the severity at year 2. This is because the annual 
depreciation as assumed in the model year cost difference offsets the 
external severity upward trend, both being 5 percent. 
On the other hand, the premium at year 2 + 1 automatically will 
escalate by the model year rating: 
Table 3 
Premium Escalation on 10/1/2 + 1 
MY BRATE MYF PREM 
2 + 1 $40.0 1.16 $46.3 
z $40.0 1.10 $44.0 
2 - 1 $40.0 1.05 $42.0 
Notes: MY = Model Year; BRATE = Base Rate; 
MYF = Model Year Factor; and PREM = Charged 
Premium. 
Because the model year rating increases the premium at a rate that 
is the same as the rate of inflation, there is no need to adjust the base 
rate. This is an ideal example because the external severity trend and 
the model year cost difference exactly offset each other. 
If the frequency has changed from year 2 to year 2 + 1, however, 
then the model year rating will not be in balance. Table 4 lists the new 
loss costs when the frequency has dropped from 10 percent at year 2 
to 8 percent at year 2 + 1: 
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Table 4 
Frequency Change on 10/1/2 + 1 
MY SEV FREQ PURE 
2 + 1 $463 8% $37.0 
2 $441 8% $35.3 
2 - 1 $420 8% $33.6 
Notes: MY = Model Year; SEV = Claim Sever-
ity; FREQ = Claim Frequency; and PURE = Pure 
Premium. 
With this new frequency assumption, the premium charged by the 
model year rating will overstate the loss costs. The opposite is true 
when the frequency has increased instead of decreased. 
2.2 Example 2: Model Year Cost Difference for Frequency 
As the data presented by Guarini and Lotkowski suggest, the fre-
quency cost difference by model year is significant as well. Therefore, 
in this second example we assume in addition to all the assumptions 
made in the first example that the frequency cost difference is also 
5 percent per model year. The overall model year factor becomes 10 
percent per model year-5 percent from frequency and 5 percent from 
severity. Because of the increased model year cost difference, both the 
model year factor and the base rate need to be modified as follows: 
Table 5 
Data on 10/1/2 
MY SEV FREQ PURE BRATE MYF 
2 $441 10% $44.1 $36.2 1.22 
2 - 1 $420 9.5% $40.0 $36.2 1.10 
2-2 $400 9.1% $36.2 $36.2 1.00 
Notes: MY = Model Year; SEV = Claim Severity; FREQ = Claim 
Frequency; PURE = Pure Premium; BRA TE = Base Rate; and MYF 
= Model Year Factor. 
Next, if we assume that the frequency trend is also 5 percent per 
year, then the loss costs at year 2 + 1 are: 
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Table 6 
Expected Loss Costs on 10/1/2 + 1 
MY SEV FREQ PURE 
2 + 1 $463 10.5% $48.5 
Z $441 10% $44.1 
z-1 $420 9.5% $40.0 
Notes: MY = Model Year; SEV = Claim Sever-
ity; FREQ = Claim Frequency; and PURE = Pure 
Premium. 
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With all the assumptions the model year rating will increase the 
charged premium at the same rate as the overall inflation, as illustrated 
below: 
Table 7 
Premium Escalation on 10/1/2 + 1 
MY BRA TE MYF PREM 
2 + 1 $36.2 1.34 $48.5 
2 $36.2 1.22 
2 - 1 $36.2 1.10 
$44.1 
$40.0 
Notes: MY = Model Year; BRATE = Base Rate; 
MYF = Model Year Factor; and PREM = Charged 
Premium. 
But if the external frequency trend exhibits a different rate from 
the frequency model year cost difference, the model year rating will 
overestimate or underestimate the loss cost inflation. Table 8 shows 
the loss costs if there is no change in frequency from year 2 to year 
2+1. 
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Table 8 
Frequency Change on 10/1/ z + 1 
MY SEV FREQ PURE 
z + 1 $463 10% $46.3 
z $441 9.5% 
z - 1 $420 9.1% 
$42.0 
$38.1 
Notes: MY = Model Year; SEV = Claim Sever-
ity; FREQ = Claim Frequency; and PURE = Pure 
Premium. 
3 Some Comments 
From these two examples, we can arrive at the following conclusions: 
• Model year factors ideally should include the model year cost dif-
ferences for both frequency and severity; 
• The performance of a model year rating system depends largely 
on the degree that the overall model year cost difference offsets 
the external loss cost inflation. . 
Because the model year factors currently used by insurance compa-
nies for physical damage coverages have been indexed to the long-term 
severity trend, they reflect neither the frequency trend nor the model 
year cost difference for frequency. 
4 The Real World 
Now, let us evaluate real world data. Table 9 replicates the collision 
data by model year. The data further are plotted in Figure 1. Using 
an exponential regression technique and the data we can estimate the 
model year factor. Listed at the bottom of Table 9 are the fitted results 
using different numbers of data points. The fitted results given in Table 
9 suggest that the model year factor for collision is about 12 percent. 
This seems to be higher than the model year factor used in the industry. 
Table 10 and Figure 2 show industry collision loss cost data from 
the first quarter of 1990 to the first quarter of 1994. The data are 
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Insurance Services Office (ISO) fast track data from ISO Circular AS-
PA-94-20.1 The data cover the period of the 1991-1993 recession. The 
frequency trend during the recession dropped so low that the overall 
loss cost trend experienced a certain degree of deflation. As illustrated 
earlier, we expect the model year rating for physical damage coverages 
to significantly overstate the loss costs for that period of time. In the 
past two years some insurers did lower their physical damage rates. 
Table 11 and Figure 3 replicate the liability data. The exponential fits 
given in Table 11 suggest a liability model year factor of approximately 4 
percent. We find a major difference when comparing the liability model 
year data and the physical damage model year data: the liability model 
year cost difference is driven mainly by frequency, while the physical 
damage cost difference is driven by both frequency and severity. 
Table 12 and Figure 4 show the liability inflation data from the ISO 
Circular AS-PA-94-20. The liability data in these two tables and figure 
indicate that the liability frequency trend has been flat and that the li-
ability severity trend has been leveling from 1991 to 1994. This differs 
greatly from the liability model year cost difference. Table 11 and Fig-
ure 3 show that the frequency cost difference is significant for liability, 
while the severity loss cost difference is not. 
After presenting all the examples and data, I tend to disagree that 
model year rating should be applied to liability and injury coverages. 
First, the model year rating for liability and injury coverages will not 
be understood easily by public or regulators because frequency, not 
severity, is the main driving force for the liability cost difference. Sec-
ond, the real world data suggest that liability model year rating may not 
perform well. It may be more appropriate to let market forces, under-
writing measures, or age rating correct the model year cost differences 
for liability and injury coverages. 
Finally, I want to applaud the authors for their effort in proposing an 
interesting idea. I agree with them that there needs to be more in-depth 
research and more comprehensive data on this topic in the future. 
ITo obtain copies of this data set write to: Insurance Services Office, 7 World Trade 
Center, New York NY 10048 
Table 9 
Model Year Loss Cost Difference-Collision 
Model Pure Normalized Normalized 
Year Frequency Severity Premium Frequency*** Severity*** 
1974 3.03% 1,151 34.9 1.00 1.00 
1975 3.08% 1,005 31.0 1.02 0.87 
1976 3.27% 1,005 32.9 1.08 0.87 
1977 3.33% 948 31.6 1.10 0.82 
1978 3.79% 962 36.5 1.25 0.84 
1979 3.75% 1,072 40.2 1.24 0.93 
1980 4.45% 1,083 48.2 1.47 0.94 
1981 4.81% 1,148 55.2 1.59 1.00 
1982 4.84% 1,264 61.2 1.60 1.10 
1983 5.36% 1,404 75.3 1.77 1.22 
1984 5.79% 1,501 86.9 1.91 1.30 
1985 6.32% 1,647 104.1 2.09 1.43 
1986 6.73% 1,741 117.2 2.22 1.51 
1987 7.06% 1,846 130.3 2.33 1.60 
1988 7.24% 1,942 140.6 2.39 1.69 
Loss Cost Difference Per Year 
3 Year Fit** 
5 Year Fit** 
10 Year Fit** 
All Year Fit** 
Frequency Severity 
3.72% 5.61% 
5.74% 
7.35% 
7.14% 
6.49% 
7.56% 
5.24% 
* The data in this table are based on Table 3; 
** An exponential fitting technique is used; 
Pure Premium 
9.54% 
12.60% 
15.47% 
12.75% 
Normalized Pure 
Premium*** 
1.00 
0.89 
0.94 
0.91 
1.05 
'--1.15 0 c 
1.38 ..... :::s 
1.58 ~ 
1.75 0 -., 
2.16 » n 
.... 
2.49 c s:u 
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3.36 
-0 
3.74 ..... s:u 
n 
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_(1) 
< 0 
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0 
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Table 10 
Industry Loss Cost Trend-Collision* ...... 
c 
Pure Normalized Normalized Normalized Pure 0 
Year Frequency Severity Premium Frequency*** Severity*** Premium*** Vi 
t"'I 
1990, 1Q 8.05% 1,487 119.7 1.00 1.00 1.00 c III 
1990,2Q 8.05% 1,497 120.5 1.00 1.01 1.01 III 0 
1990,3Q 8.00% 1,505 120.4 0.99 1.01 1.01 :::l 
1990,4Q 7.88% 1,504 118.5 0.98 1.01 0.99 
1991, 1Q 7.61% 1,498 114.0 0.95 l.01 0.95 
1991,2Q 7.40% 1,496 110.7 0.92 1.01 0.92 
1991,3Q 7.28% 1,499 109.1 0.90 l.01 0.91 
1991,4Q 7.22% 1,506 108.7 0.90 l.01 0.91 
1992, 1Q 7.04% 1,514 106.6 0.87 1.02 0.89 
1992,2Q 6.94% 1,527 106.0 0.86 l.03 0.89 
1992,3Q 6.83% 1,537 105.0 0.85 l.03 0.88 
1992,4Q 6.77% 1,560 105.6 0.84 1.05 0.88 
1993, 1Q 6.81% 1,586 108.0 0.85 l.07 0.90 
1993,2Q 6.84% 1,604 109.7 0.85 1.08 0.92 
1993,3Q 6.86% 1,630 111.8 0.85 1.10 0.93 
1993,4Q 6.84% 1,661 113.6 0.85 1.12 0.95 
1994, lQ 7.00% 1,687 118.1 0.87 1.13 0.99 
Annual Trend 
Frequency Severity Pure Premium 
6 Quarter Fit** 2.12% 6.44% 8.69% 
12 Quarter Fit** -2.40% 4.60% 2.09% 
All Quarter Fit** -4.57% 2.94% -1.76% ..... U"l 
(0 
* The data in this table are from ISO Circular AS-PA-94-20; 
** A,.... O'..,.Y'O ............. .o. ..... ; .... l -4=':+ .. :_ ..... + ............ t.._.: ..... ~~ ...... .: .... ~~ .... _..J_ 
Table 11 ,..... 
Model Year Loss Cost Difference-Liability* O"l 0 
Model Pure Nonnalized Nonnalized Nonnalized Pure 
Year Freguency Severity Premium Freguency*** Severity*** Premium*** 
1974 4.65% 2,848 132.4 1.00 1.00 1.00 
1975 5.21% 3,244 169.0 1.12 1.14 1.28 
1976 5.19% 3,017 156.6 1.12 1.06 1.18 
1977 5.31% 3,062 162.6 1.14 1.08 1.23 
1978 5.72% 3,086 176.5 1.23 1.08 1.33 
'--
1979 5.76% 3,230 186.0 1.24 1.13 1.40 0 s::: 
1980 6.21% 3,130 194.4 1.34 1.10 1.47 
.... 
~ 
PJ 
1981 6.41% 3,125 200.3 1.38 1.10 1.51 -0 
1982 6.35% 3,278 208.2 1.37 1.15 1.57 -. 
» 
1983 6.61% 3,279 216.7 1.42 1.15 1.64 ("l ,.... 
1984 6.86% 3,269 224.3 1.48 1.15 1.69 s::: PJ 
1985 7.04% 3,364 236.8 1.51 1.18 1.79 :::!. PJ 
1986 7.14% 3,260 232.8 1.54 1.14 1.76 '"0 
.... 
1987 7.42% 3,468 257.3 1.60 1.22 1.94 PJ ("l ,.... 
1988 7.50% 3,455 259.1 1.61 1.21 1.96 ("l 
SO 
Loss Cost Difference Per Year < 0 
Frequency Severity Pure Premium w 
3 Year Fit** 2.49% 2.95% 5.51% z 
5 Year Fit** 2.34% 1.42% 3.79% ~ 
10 Year Fit** 2.77% 0.98% 3.78% 
All Year Fit** 3.28% 0.99% 4.30% <..0 
<..0 
U1 
* The data in this table are based on Table 5; 
Table 12 
Industry Loss Cost Trend-Liability* ~ 
Pure Normalized Normalized Normalized Pure s::: 
Year Frequency Severity Premium Frequency*** Severity*** Premium*** 0 
Vl 
1990, lQ 1.33% 7,538 100.3 1.00 1.00 1.00 n s::: 
1990,2Q 1.35% 7,645 103.2 1.02 1.01 1.03 Vl Vl 
1990,3Q 1.37% 7,777 106.5 1.03 1.03 1.06 o· :::l 
1990,4Q 1.39% 7,881 109.5 1.05 1.05 1.09 
1991, lQ 1.40% 8,017 112.2 1.05 1.06 1.12 
1991,2Q 1.40% 8,152 114.1 1.05 1.08 l.l4 
1991,3Q 1.40% 8,268 115.8 1.05 1.10 1.15 
1991,4Q 1.39% 8,373 116.4 1.05 l.l1 1.16 
1992,IQ 1.39% 8,485 117.9 1.05 1.13 1.18 
1992,2Q 1.38% 8,537 117.8 1.04 1.13 l.l8 
1992,3Q 1.37% 8,601 117.8 1.03 1.14 l.l8 
1992,4Q 1.37% 8,702 119.2 1.03 1.15 1.19 
1993,IQ 1.37% 8,711 119.3 1.03 1.16 1.19 
1993,2Q 1.38% 8,740 120.6 1.04 1.16 1.20 
1993,3Q 1.38% 8,758 120.9 1.04 1.16 1.21 
1993,4Q 1.39% 8,730 121.3 1.05 1.16 1.21 
1994, lQ 1.39% 8,739 121.5 1.05 1.16 1.21 
Annual Trend 
Frequency Severity Pure Premium 
6 Quarter Fit** 1.33% 0.34% 1.68% 
12 Quarter Fit** -0.35% 2.53% 2.17% 
All Quarter Fit** 0.36% 3.97% 4.34% 
..... 
OJ 
..... 
* The data in this table are from ISO Circular AS-PA-94-20; 
** An pvnl"'\npntl'.:ll flttlncr t,::llr-hnlr1l1~ lC llC'Orl· 
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Figure 1 
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Industry Collision Trend 
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Figure 3 
Model Year Cost Differences: Liability 
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Industry Liability Trend 
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